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Callaway RAZR FIT TOUR AUTHENT

$459.00

In our never-ending mission to find more distance and accuracy for golfers, Callaway's engineers used an
entirely new design to once again produce a driver that's longer and straighter than anything they've ever
made. Polar Weighting localizes most of the clubhead's weight in face and the back power source, producing
the highest levels of ball speed consistency, clubhead stability and feel to increase linear acceleration of the
golf ball. The chemically milled Hyperbolic Face generates Callaway's most consistently high ball speeds and
the Aerodynamic Body Design helps decrease drag for higher swing speeds. Fusion Technology uses
multiple materials that allow for extreme weight placement to ensure the optimal combination of performance
and feel with stunning looks. And the Tour-proven Aldila VooDoo shaft was engineered as the perfect
complement to the FT-iZ's playing characteristics.
Polar Weighting
Utilizes a heavy face and a heavy in-line power source in the rear, localizing weight at the front and
back of the driver to provide stability, consistency, incredible feel and increased linear acceleration of
the ball
Chemically Milled Hyperbolic Face
Generates Callaway's most consistently high ball speeds ever by using a chemical reduction process to
selectively remove unwanted material for precision thickness control.
Aerodynamic Body Design
The progressive shape reduces drag in the downswing for higher impact speeds and produces Callaway's
most efficient high inertia clubhead ever.
FusionÂ® Technology
Exploits extreme weight placement by utilizing cast titanium, compression cured carbon fiber,
formed aluminum and cast steel for the optimal combination of performance, feel and looks.
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InformaciÃ³n del vendedor

ValoraciÃ³n de los clientes: No hay opiniones para este producto.
Por favor, regÃ-strate para escribir una valoraciÃ³n.
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